YOU chaps who are busy with the Spring grind of classes will still have Spring left before you.

You can enjoy Spring, not only in the Spring time, but all year round. Here are a few ways to enjoy Spring:

2. **Hotel Kenmore Barber Shop**: A rendezvous for Tech men—seven barbers with a smile.

---

**WELCOME!**

You who are busy with the Spring grind of classes will still have Spring left before you.

**THE MAIN LOUNGE** is nothing but the finest, spacious, and well-furnished where you can enjoy a pleasant time with friends.

**TODAY THE HOTEL KENMORE** welcome you to Boston's newest and finest hotel. Ideally located, luxuriously appointed and superbly serviced — the Kenmore ranks with the notable hotels of Chicago and New York. Yet rates are moderate for the superior accommodations it affords.

The Kenmore is an investment of many millions of dollars, to make your Boston visits more enjoyable.

The state-of-the-art French Renaissance building overlooks Charles River and Fenway Park. Away from the noise of the downtown district, yet the leading department stores, smart shops, theaters, schools and colleges are just a five-minute ride from your door.

Four hundred rooms — each an outside room — spacious, sunny and airy. Four hundred baths — each snowly-tiled, equipped with shower and tub. Panelled walls; deep, soft rugs; twin beds; writing-desks; and such unusual features as circulating ice-water, bed-head lamps and the morning paper at your door.

More than a hotel — the Kenmore is a brilliant citadel of New England hospitality. To know its charm, to enjoy its comfort, to experience its personal touch of courtesy service, is to make it your home when in Boston for business or pleasure.

**Management**: BRADBURY F. CUMMINS